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Abstract. In this paper we describe modifications to a previous theOJ'Y for the altimeter 
electromagnetic bias (EM bias) of Srokosz [1986]. A major correction introdllces a scaling 
of Srokosz's model by nonnegligible dimensionless ratios that depend on the slope 
variance of both long and short waves. With these modifications the EM bias is no longer 
sim ply a function of the cross skewness between surface elevation and slope but now 
depends on the variance tatios that represent the modulation between short and long 
waves. Inclusion of these ratios can reduce previous EM bias estimates by as much as 
50%. Different directions for the longwave and shortwave field are also accounted for in 
the two-dimensional development of our approach. A radar frequency dependence 
consistent with observation is also predicted by the new mode\. Derivation extending our 
development to the next higher order in wave statistics is also presented and discussed. 

1. Introduction and Issues 

Altimetry has had an active research role in the past 2 
decades, and its usefulness has been recognized in such areas 
as ocean tides, geodesy, geodynamics, ocean wave height, and 
surface wind speed. With the advent of TOPEX/Poseidon al
timeters the root-mean-square (l'ms) accuracy of a single-pass 
sea level measurement is now near 5 cm [Nouel et al., 1994], 
thus permitting routine mapping of the circulation dynamics of 
the ocean surface. The main geophysical parameter that can be 
inferred by subtraction of the measured satellite altitude from 
its distance to the Earth's center is the me an sea level (MSL). 
This measure, although simple in principle, is difficult to real
ize with high accuracy since satellite ephemeris, atmospheric 
propagation, and changing surface sea state contaminate alti
metric measurements. While orbitographical and atmospheric 
errors are now near or below the precision requirements be
cause of state-of-the-art positioning systems and radiometry, 
the electromagnetic bias (EM bias) remains a predominant 
and uncertain factor in the altimetric error budget. The EM 
bias exists because for near-nadir electromügnetic scattering, 
ocean surface waves are stronger reflectors near their troughs 
than near their crests. This phenomenon leads to an apprecia
ble difference between actual mean sea level and the mean sea 
level rneasured by a satellite altimeter. ACcurate measurernent 
of actual me an sea level requires an effective and reasonably 
complete correction for this electrornagnetic bias. 

Today, the only complete theOly of the EM bias is the 
two-dimensional theOly by Srokosz [1986]. To derive this the
ory, Srokosz applied the weakly non lin car theOl'y elaboralecl by 
Longuet-Higgins [1963] to compute the nonlinear inoments of 
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the surface using a two-dimensional spectrum. The link be
tween the cornputed nonlinear moments and the EM bias was 
guided by an earlier work by Jackson [1979]. This existing EM 
bias theory relies, however, entirely on the restrictive assump
tion of the wealdy nonlinear theory. ln other worels, when the 
conditions of applicability of the weakly nonlinear theOly are 
not satisfied, th en Srokosz's themy will not be applicable either. 

In a recent study of the EM bias them'y [Elfouhaily et al., 
1999] we founel that this weakly nonlinear theory has been 
applied outside its domain of applicability in most EM: bias 
simulations [e.g., Jackson, 1979; Glazman et al., 1996]. The 
problem is caused by the inclusion of short waves (centime ter 
wavelengths) in the computation of the moment expressions as 
given by the weakly nonlinear theOl·Y. It is weIl known that 
wave-wave interactions among short waves are a strong non
linear process. Barrick and Weber [1977] also demonstrated 
that a similar breakdown of the weakly noi1linear theOly occurs 
at higher-order statistics when the nonlinear interactions are 
not weak. In our recent study [Elfoûhaily et al., 1999], however, 
we showed that the inconsistency between imposed and re
quireel moments exists even for moments of lower oreler than 
predicted by BcIl7'Ïck and Weber [1977] and Barrick and Lipa 
[1985]. From these mentioned limitations it is clear that Sro
kosz's theOl'y can be applied only to longer gravit y waves in 
order to avoid the inconsistency in the moments and the vio
lation of weakly nonlinear assumptions. This üpparently leaves 
one with no choice but to exclude short waves, yet these waves 
are known to have a significaI1t effect on the EM bias [see 
Rodriguez et al., 1992]. 

In this paper we propose a theOly that inclucles both short 
and long waves without causing any incompatibility with 
weakly nonlinear theories. Il will be shown how low- and high
order moments of both short and long waves entei' the theory 
of the EM bias. Among other improvements it will be shown 
that this new theOly is sensitive to the radar frequency as weIl 
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as 10 the propagation direelions or both short and long waves 
separale\y. 

This paper is organized into three prineipal parts. The first 
part provides a sueeinet review or the literature eDncerned wilh 
the EM bias. There is not sullieient 1'00m to eite ail papers that 
have ollered usel'ul eontributions. Nunelheless, we enumerate 
the mos( relevanl sludies on the subjeel l'rom both theory and 
measurement points of vieil'. In the second part wc clerive a 
new approaeh l'or the ElVI bias model t1Hlt emls up being a 
modifieation or the previous themy by Sroko.l'z r 1986]. This 
modified thenry will he termed the low-order EM bias. [n 
addition, wc describe an extension of this theory to include 
higher-order statistical terms, which wc cali the high-order EM 
bias. The third part is concerned with the numerical evaluation 
01' the electromagnetic bias and its comparison with measure
ments made by thc TOPEX altimeter. The last section of the 
paper is the cone\usion followed by three appendices that de
scribe the derivation 01' the present them·y. 

2. Rcvicw of thc EM bias history 
Since the sixties a weakly nonlinear them'y 01' long gravit y 

waves has existed. This theory aimed to connect wave spectra 
and statistical moments of the processes that govern the ran
dom motion of a water surface. La/lguel-Higgins [1963] re
solved the hydrodynamic equations to second order by ac
counting for nonlinear telll1S. In order to simplify the original 
complicated problem, Longuet-Higgins chose to make the as
sumptions of a free surface and undamped waves. By making 
these assul11ptions the hydrodynamic equations becol11e ana
lytically resolvable in the sense that no source terl11S are used 
for wave generation or wave dissipation. Therefore the cou
pIed differential equations of both surface elevation and ve
locity potential could be developed to secone! ore!er in eleva
tion amplitudes. The first order is linear in elevation amplitude 
ane! proe!uces Gaussian surface statistics. The secone! order is 
quadratic in elevation amplitude and accounts for nonlinear 
effects that cause the elevation probability e!ensity function 
(pdf) to e!epart from Gaussianity. The nonlinear behavior is 
explainee! by means of wave-wave interactions of couplets 
among long gravit y waves. Through his methoe!, Longuet
Higgins expressed the moments of the surface elevation in 
tenl1S of the spectral density function. The skewnesses of the 
surface can be interpreted as a double integration of the spec
trum for a couplet of wavenumbers multiplied by a kernel 
function that predicts the magnitude of the interaction [E(fau
Iwily el al., 1999]. This weakly nonlinear theory demonstrated 
that distributions of surface elevations and sI opes are in accord 
with Gram-Charlier developments and with reported measure
ments by Cox a/ld Munk [1954] and Ki/lsl/la/l [1960]. 

Theoretical application of La/lguci-Higgins [1963] to altim
etry was nrst feportecl by Jackso/l [1979] with the goal of find
ing a theoretical basis for the EM bias carl icI' measured by 
Yaplee el al. [1971]. Jackson made a major assumption, in 
addition to those imposed by the theory of Longuet-Higgins, 
that surface waves are long crested. This particular assumption 
modified the problem l'rom two dimensions to only one dimen
sion. Jackson also used the geometrical optics approximation 
to describe microwave backscatter al nadir. The racial' cross 
section in this context is proportional to the speculaI' point 
distribution, which in turn depends on the joint pdf of height 
and si opes c\aimed to be valid at any scale. Following this logic, 
Jackson related the altimeter backscatter to the wealely non-

linear themy or Longuel-Higgins. In this one-dilllensionai con
text Ihe eleclromagnetic bias {3 VM can be wrillen as 

1 
{3{.:i\I = - BA 12/-/ I/.h ( 1) 

where A 12 is the eross skewness between surrace elevation ancl 
si ope. !-I I/J is the signifieant wave height. The numerieal eval
uation of the skewness parallleters was accomplished by using 
Cl Phillips-type spectrum (saturalec\ \Vaves) in the Longuet
Higgins fmlllulations .. lackso/l [1979] coulcl, uncler the l'l'ce and 
unc\alllped wave assumption, estima te the skewness or the sur
face ancl therefore the EM bias. 

Smkosz [1986] extenc\ed the theoretieal work of LO/lgllel
J-liggi/ls [1963] and its application to altillletry by Jackso/l 
[1979]. ln contrast to Jackso/l [1979], Sroko,l'z [1986] dicl not 
assume a long-erestecl sea. Therefore he hacl to cleal \Vith 
two-clilllensionai surface waves. A joint clistribution of surface 
elevation ancl two slopes was then clerivecl. However, the as
sumption of free ancl unclalllpecl gravit y waves was still re
quil'Ccl in orcier to apply the weakly nonlinear theory of 
Longuet-l-liggins. Moreover, the classical assumption of hori
zontal facets at every scale was appliecl in orcier to clerive a 
theoretical expression for the EM bias uncler a geometrical 
op tics approximation for the EM scattering. 

Srokasz [1986] founcl that the EM bias of a two-climensional 
surface can be written in a way similar to ]acksan's [1979] 
expression (1) as 

{3EM 
y=-= 

HI/3 

1 AllO + A IOl - 2AoIIAIII 

8 1 - A611 
(2) 

Thus the normalized bias is an arithmetic combination involv
ing ail cross skewnesses of the two-dimensional surface. Uncler 
solely wind-driven conditions, though, AOII and AJ II are zero, 
in which case the y factor merely becomes [see Lagerlaef; 1987] 

(3) 

In this case the two-dimensional expression of the EM bias is 
very sil11ilar to the one given by Jackson [1979], with an ae!di
tional parame ter for the cross skewness in the cross-wind di
rection (A J02). Note a[so that evaluation of the skewness pa
rameters requires a two-dimensional wavenul11ber spectrum. A 
recent paper by Glaz/lla/l el al. [1996] implements the l:wo
dimensional theory of Srokasz [1986]. For their nUl11erical sim
ulation they constructed a two-climensional spectrum by COI11-
bining their unidirectional spectruI11 [GlaZ171a/l and Srokosz, 
1991] with the spreading function ofApel [1994]. In addition to 
the wind-wave spectrum, they included a Gaussian spectrum to 
represent the swell as an extra source of energy. Interaction 
between swell and wind waves was neglected. 

Recent investigations [E(f'oulzaily el al., 1999] suggest prob
lems in the application of the theOl'y cleveloped by Srokasz 
[1986]. In particular, that themy is unable to inc\ucle shortwave 
effects in the EM bias simulations without generating a serions 
inconsistency in both low- and high-order moments because of 
the violation of the conditions uncler which the weakly nonlin
car theory is applicable. This paper presenls Cl mudifîcatiull of 
Srokosz's theory as weil as an extension to higher-orcler statis
tics of surface waves. As a result, shortwave statistics can be 
hancllecl correctly without violation of the wealdy nonlinear 
assumptions. 
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3. Dcrivation of thc Low-Ol'dcl' EM Bias 
3.1. Deflnition of the EM Bias 

The EM bias is clefinecl as the normalizecl correlation be
t\Veen the radar cross section (ro ancl the surface elevation C: 

J
'J ClropCC, IrO) dC diTo 

(C (TO) 
f3EM = «(rO) = .. . __ .. (4) 

J J (TOPCC, (TO) dC d(ro 

The correlation in (4) is nonzero only under nonlinear statisties 
where the slopes ancl the elevation are correlatecl. Tt is clear 
that if the statistics wcre Gallssian, then the clectromagnetic 
bias woulcl be zero. 

3.2. Intl'Oducing the Long-Wave Tilting 

Il is weIl known [Keller a/ld Wright, 1975; Vale/lzlIe!a, 1978] 
that the raclar cross section (J.lJ is mocllliateci by the tilting 
slopes, which are correlatecl with the elevation becallse of a 
nonlinear process cause cl by wave-wave interactions. Now, the 
ensemble average in (4) can be carriecl out assuming a known 
joint pdf of slopes and elevation. 

The subscript L on the joint pclf of elevation and slopes refers 
to the longwave tilting. This joint pclf is clefinecl [Lo/lgllet
Higgins, 1963; Srokosz, 1986] using a Gram-Charlier approxi
mation: 

(6) 

where only orclers IIp to the cross skewness between surface 
elevatioll ancl slopes are retainecl. The Hi;k functions are the 
generalized Hermite polynomials of the thi'ee normalizecl vari
ables 

1 Cl' 
T)- =--

l' ~ (7) 

ancl the cross correlation ÀC)) 1 between the x ancl y components 
of the slopes. In (6) the one- ancl two-climensional Gaussians 
are symbolizecl by G I-D ancl G Z_D (see Appenclix A), respec
tively. The three-climensional Hermite polynomials can be re
cluced to the procluct of a one-climensionaI ancl a two
climensional Hermite: 

H ( L L. \ ) = H·(Yl)H.(nL YlL. \ ) 
ijk .T), 1).n 1).1" "011 /'/}k '/.0 '/)" /tOII • (8) 

Definition and expressions of the generalizecl two-climensional 
Hermite polynomials are cletailecl in Appendix A. 

3.3. Introducing Scattering by Short Waves 

In a geometric optics (GO) assumption the radar cross sec
tion is proportional to the si ope pdf of short waves expressed 
in terms of local tilting over long waves: 

Accorcling to (lJ), (6), ancl (H) the integratiOiI uver elevation 
can be carriecl out without explicit knowledge of p.\. since this 
fllnction depends only on the slope components. At this point 
the major clifferencc between our formulation and Srokosz's 
themy is that the critical asslImption of horizontal/acels ({I CIIC/)' 
scalc is not made in our theory cven thollgh the geometric 
optics assumption is rctainecl. 

Artel' integration over the elevation the original triple inte
grals (eqllation (9)) now redllcc to double integrals over the 
slope componcnts only. l-lencc the electromagnetic bias be
comes 

(10) 

The longwave tilting factors G'i_D and QZ_DL are the two
cIimensional Gallssian peU' ancl the longwave cOllpling cIue to 
nonlinear statistics: 

(1 la) 

(lIb) 

Arguments of the generaIizecI Hermite polynomials in the 
right-hand sicle of this equation were cIroppecI for brevity. 

To simplify, let the slope pclf of short waves be considerecI as 
a simple Gaussian cIistribution since the nonlinear orcIer re
tainecl is only the cross skewness between the elevation ancl the 
slopes. The generalizecI expression for P s is then 

"_ 1 s s. 
p.\.(Cx, s,·) - r--- G1.D(1)" 1),., À 11 ), (12) 

. VKmKœ . 

where the slope components are normalizecl by the 1111S slope 
of short waves: 

.1' _ Cx 
1)x - \~ (Ba) 

s C" 
1))' = f;;:;' (13b) 

Gy replacing p.\' by expression (12) 111 (10), we can rewrite 
(l3b) as 

J J GLp~.DQi.DC 1)~:, 1);:') d Cx d C)' 
f3EtlI = "-"--------------- ~. (14) 

The procluct of longwave ancl shortwave Gallssians can now be 
l1lergecl into one single two-dimensional Gaussian to give 
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f f G2_lbl~'S, 17;"\'; R)Qi.D(17~:, TI.~:) (n, dÇ,. 

~'''' ~ J J G,.,,( 'Ji". ',i'; li) d (, d (. 

(15) 

wherc thc normalizcd eouplcdlongwave and shortwavc slopcs arc 

(16) 

The resulting variables l'rom this mcrger of two Gaussians are 
given by a nonlinear systcm of equations: 

1 1 1 Il 

cr_~(J - R2) - K020(1 - A611) -1- J(2oCI - ATI) - (17a) 

1 1 
-,~--~~- 7 ~- --~----~ 
CT;(1 - R Z) - Kooz(1 - Aull ) K02(1 A~I) 

(l7b) 

R AOII 

CTp/l - R2) = ~K0201(01l2(1 - A511) 

Ail 
(17e) - r. 

Inversion of this nonlinear system is eomplieatecL For this 
reason our analytieal solution is given only in terms of the 
dummy variables that are at the right-hand side of the previous 
equations, namely, Cl'x, Cl'Y' and r. This inversion gives 

(18a) 

(18b) 

(18e) 

The new variable Rean be understood as a generalized eou
pling coefficient that céllTies information from both cross
correlation coefficients, AUlI of long waves and Ali of short 
waves. The actual expression for R is a complicated function of 
AOII and Ali together with the x and y eomponents of sI ope 
variances of both long and short waves. It should be noted at 
this point that R is symmetric in its x and y eomponents. This 
property will be used intcnsively in the foIIowing sections. 

3.4. Computation of the Electromagnetic Bias 

Evaluating the double integral in (15) could be an over
whelming task if one tries to solve the double integrals without 
further consideration of the generalized Gaussian distribution. 
ln J'aet, the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution is formed 
from two coupled one-dimension al Gaussians. A simple 
change of variable helps to decouple the integrals into their 
Gaussians and leaves the coupling to the Qi-D function alone. 
After changing the variables of integration in (15) one can 
simply write the electromagnetic bias expression as onc double 
intcgral: 

(3EM = f f G 2_D(X, Y; O)Q~_D 

. [.1~:(X J1 - R 2 + RY), Ù;Y] dX dY, (19) 

where thc changc of variables is apparent in tlIe arguments or 
Q~'-d' The .Iacobian of the transformation cancels \Vith the 
e!enominator in (15). '1'0 simplify the notation, we introcluce 
two climensionless quanti tics that will be usecl throughout this 
work, 

(20) 

The superscript L in (20) inelicates that the normalization is 
referenced to the rms of longwave tilting. The rcadcr shoulcl bc 
aware that the superscript L cio es not mcan that Ù;' ancl .1;" 
are runctions only or longwave paramctcrs. Inclcccl, the param
eters CT,r anel CTI' involve both longwave and shortwave mo
ments. Artel' substitution by the expression of Q~'-D (equation 
(llb» into (19), one can cast the final [01'111 of the elcctromag
nctic bias as 

(21) 

where the weighting functions, which multiply the cross skew
nesses, are clefinecl as 

HIll/II = f f GI_D(X)GI_D(Y)HIIIII 

. [Ù~(X ~1 - R 2 + RY), Ù;Y] dX dY. (22) 

Analytical expressions of the weighting functions can be COIU

putee! by expanding the generalizecl Hermite polynomials in 
tenus of powers of X ancl Y ancl by using the following moment 
properties of a one-climensional Gaussian: 

(23a) 

(23b) 

The clouble factorial in (23) is a mathematical notation to 
inclicate that the factorial product is performed on either even 
or ocld numbers. In this case the double factorial is always 
performed on odd number up to (2/1 - 1). Powers of X ancl 
Y in (22) can simply be replaced by their values in (23). This 
makes the evaluation of the originally complicated double in
tegral very simple. Unfortunately, the same comment cannot 
be made for the final expression of these weighting functions. 

3.5. Final Analytical EX[lI"ession of the Low-Order EM Bias 

It is convenient to write the EM bias as a quantity normal
ized by the significant wave height (H I / 3 = 4VK 2(0 ): 

Equation (24) forms the final analytical expression of the nor
malized EM bias that includes nonlinearities up to the cross 
skewness between the elcvation and the slopes. After some 
tedious algcbraic manipulations the weighting functions can be 
written in a compact fonu: 

R L L 
1 - A2 Ù,Ù,. 

011 
(25a) 
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1 + A~II 1 - R 
WII = 1-/11(6.~, 6.~,; AIIII ) -- ·-l-----\~- -1--" 6.~ 6.~ , 

-- "1111 - "1111 
(25b) 

wllere the expression l'or Will ean be obtained l'rom that or 
Weil by simply interehanging the x and y subscripts. Il should 
be notcd t.hat the cross-correlation moments Ailii and A II ancl 
the generalizecl eoupling coel'ficient R are symmetrie and 
therel'ore are invariant tll the interehange of x and y compo
nents. 

Il is obvioliS that this new thenry is sensitive to directions of 
both short and long waves. [n fact, Alli 1 earries clirectionality 
information of long waves in a manner eXplainecl and already 
exploitecl by Srokosz [llJ80, llJ87] and GlazlI/al/ el al. [1990]. An 
additional elirectionality parameter, Ail for the short waves, is 
now present in this formulation. So, shortwave and longwave 
directions are now accounted for separately. For instance, 
short wind waves arc most often aligned to the direction of the 
wind. Very rarely are long waves aligned to the wind, which 
makes theories with a single directional parameter less realis
tic. Another nice feature of this theory is the sensitivity to the 
radar frequency coming through the frequency cutoff imposeel 
on the rms slopes of short waves uncler EM scattering theory. 
1 neleeel, Browl/ [llJ78] showecl that slope variances involved in 
geometric optics moelels are filtered in frequency to some 
multiple of the electromagnetic frequency transmitted by the 
radar. Usually the cutorf wavelength is chosen to be about 
three times higher th an the electromagnetic wavelength [see 
also Thompso/l, 1988; Chapro/l el al., IlJ95]. 

Interaction between long and short waves is also represented 
in this model by the elelta parameters in (25). It can be shown 
that these deltas are in fact approximate measures of the hy
elrodynamic interactions between short and long waves, which 
can also be seen as surrogates of higher-orcler statistics. El/ou
Iwily [1990, paragraph III.6] clearly showed that a connection 
can be made between the ratios (presently named deltas) and 
a hydrodynamic-like modulation of short waves by the orbital 
velocities of longer ones. 

4. Special IIIustrative Cases 
The present theory encompasses previous EM bias theories 

as special cases. One can show that when short waves are 
neglected, Srokosz's [llJ86] theory can be retrieved. Wh en di
rectionality information is ignored, our formulation converges 
toward .Iackson's [1979]. Another interesting limit is the par
allel to Srokosz's theot·y where the cross-correlation of long 
waves is neglected. 

4.1. S"okosz's Theory Solely Relying on Long Waves 

Sro!wsz's [1 lJ86] theory is actually a special case in our der
ivation when the shortwave el'fect is eliminatecl by letting bath 
ù;~ and 6.;~ tenel to zero. The weighting functions in this special 
case become (see Appendix A) 

(26a) 

(26b) 

These weights are now pure functions of the cross correlation 
Ailii with no depenelence on the slope variances of both short 
and long waves. In other worels, the expression of the normal-

ized bias, for this lil11it and as presented by Srokosz, is inclc
pendent of the slope variance or either short or long waves. 1 l' 
olle uses these limits in cOI11[Juting (24), one gets 

which is identical to the expression given by Srokosz [llJt\6] and 
recalled in (2). 

4.2. Parallel to Srokosz's Theory From the Shortwave 
Stand point 

A parallel ta Srokosz's thenry can be found when only the 
directionality of short waves is consielered. Let the cross cor
relation Ao II tend to zero while keeping the cross correlation of 
short waves Ail in its general form. The weighting functions for 
this limit become 

lim W21J = !-I20(Ù~', 6.;:; 0) = H2(6.~·) 
AHll-··O . 

(28a) 

(28b) 

When these lil11its are introeluceel in (24), we obtain 

1'0 = lim l' = HAI20H2(6.~) + A1lI2H2(Ù~:) + 2AIIIRù~6.n. 
AOIJ--'() 

(29) 

This special case of the EM bias can be very handy anel trac
table for implementation without losing the generality of the 
problem [Lager/oef: 1987]. Indeed, it can always be assumed 
that the principal axis of the observer is aligned with the long 
waves. In this case, AOII gnes to zero while Ail stays as an 
arbitrary parameter reflecting the change in the direction of 
short waves [see Lager/oe.f: 1987]. This simplified model also 
keeps the sensitivity to the radar frequency in addition to the 
longwave-shortwave interaction represented by the delta pa
rameters. 

4.3. Simplest But Most Insightful Special Case 

Now let both AOII and Ail tend ta zero and compare the 
result with the equivalent simplification proposed by Lager/Der 
[1987] to the Srokosz formulation. When the se limits are ap
plied, the deltas become 

(30a) 

±(O) 

8L = lim 6. L =. -
!' \. \ + ' A(I[I,AII-..,.(I - J(002 1(02 

(30b) 

which are very simple arithmetic functions of longwave and 
shortwave variances of the slopes. The simplest EM bias ex
pression generated by this expression arter substitution of (30) 
into (24) turns out to be 

1'011 = lim l' = ~[AI211I2(8~:) + A1lI2H 2(8;")] 
'\OII,'\[I-:'() 

(31) 

1 {/(0211 /(002 } l'ml= lim 1'=--, AI20 +A IIJ2 . 
,1,,,,,1,,-.11 8 /(1120 -1- /(211 /(0112 + /(112 

This simplified them'y is to be compared with (3), the simplified 
case of Srokosz's theory, which is reproduceel hereafter by 
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011 - l' 00 - 1 ('A \) )'0 - lm 'Y - - il 120 -/- 1\ 1112 . 
AOII--fO 

(32) 

The dilTerence between (31) ancl (32) is clear. The cross
skewness parameters in our formulation are weightecl by the 
ratio between the slope variance of long waves ancl the total 
slope variance. These ratios are typically of the orcier of 0.5 ancl 
therefore cannot be ncglectecl. Moreover, the presence of the 

shortwave slope variance in the ratios will incluce sensitivity of 
this EM bias expression to the raclaI' frequency [B/'OII'II, 1978; 
Chap/'OII cl al., 1995]. This result points out to the reacler that 
the coml11ents macle in the literature about the neecl for an EM 
moclel other than the geometric optics in orcler to capture the 

frequency sensitivity must be revisecl le.g., Amold cl al., 1990, 
1991; Rodrigucz cl al., 1992]. The consensus l'rom our theory is 
that short waves are responsible for the frequency clepenclence. 
More importantly, it appears l'rom our formulation that the 
moclulation of short waves by long waves is the principal clriver, 
through the weighting functions, of the EM bias. 

5. Derivation of the High-Order EM Bias 
We showecl above that the earlier theories, such as the one 

clevelopecl by S/'Okosz [1986], were lacking information from 
lower-orcler statistics representecl by ratios of the slope vari
ances of both long ancl short waves. The aclclition of the short

wave effects can be interpretecl as a moclification to Srokosz's 
theOly. A remaining question is whether higher-orcler statistics, 
higher th an the cross skewness between elevation ailcl slopes, 
coulcl have an effect on the electromagnetic bias? In this sec
tion we present an extension of the present EM bias formula
tion to inc\llcle higher-oreler statistics. 

First, we begin by extencling the joint pelf of long waves 
(eqllation (6)) to higher Hermite polynomials. The extension 
will be limiteel to the next higher nonlinear orcler, which is the 
cross kurtosis between the elevation ancl the slopes, 

G ( ) G (L L. A ) 
P (1' l' l') = I-D 1) 2-D 1).\, 1))', (III 

L ~, b.n Sv r--- r--
- yK 200 Y K020 K002 

• ~ (A I3IHl3o -/- A I03Hu13) -/- ~ (A 121H m -/- A I12H II2) J . (33) 

The elefinition and expression of the higher-oreler Hermite 
polynomials are given in Appendix A. We also clerive some 
necessmy iclentities in Appendix B. 

ln parallel the shortwave pdf (equation (12)) of the slope is 
extendecl to inc\ucle the next nonlinear order, which is the 
skewness of the slopes, 

G (S 5. A ) 
P _( l' l') = 2-D 1)", 1))', )) 

.S b.n SI' r--
. yK 20 K02 

Now we introduce these extensions of the joint pclfs of both 
long (equation (33)) and short (eqllation (34)) waves into the 
definition of the electromagnetic bias in (9). We obtain, aEter 
integration over the elevation, the equivalent of (JO) as 

f3liM = "---"--------------------.-,--

f f G 2-D(1)::'\ 1)_~.-\ R) d'rd')' 

(35) 

where the longwave ancl shortwave couplings clue to higher 
nonlinear orclers are representecl by Q~-D and Q~-D' respec
tively. Theil' expressions are 

Q~-D( 1).::, 1).~:) = ~ (A 1 20H 20 -/- A 1112H (2) -/- A ))11-1 Il 

(36b) 

After normalization of the electromagnetic bias by the signif
icant wave height the total EM bias that inc\ucles both low ancl 
high orclers can be rewritten into the compact form 

'Y ~(AI20W20 -/- A I02 W 02 -/- 2A))IW)) -/- A3(1AI3(1Tl1~8 

(37) 

where Wij are the low-orcler weighting functions clerivecl above 
(equation (25)). The W;j/Il factors in (37) are the higher-orcler 
weighting functions that multiply the slope skewness of short 
waves ancl the cross kurtosis between short ancl long waves. 
These highei'-orcler weighting functions are clefinecl as 

1 
T.Tlkl -_ 
y ij - '1 '1 

1.] . 

f f G 2-D( 1)~s, 1)~s; R) Hij( 1)~, 1);; Ao))) H kl ( 1).~, 1);; A Il) d 'rd 'y 

f f G2-D( 1).;5,1);:5; R) d'rd {,. 

(38) 

where a change of variable is recommendecl in orcler to de
couple the two-dimensional Gaussian to permit analytical eval
uation of these functions (see Appendix C). Needless to say, 
these weighting functions are very complicated expressions 
uncler general conditions. However, in the particular case 
where both cross-correlation coefficients AOlil and Ail are zero 
the higher-order weighting fllnctions become simply 

TT/30 - 1 (5J:JL [CI.\' -/- J 2[CIL [CI.\' -/- 'l2JCI5 HL -/- 30HL HS ) '30-;; 130 1 30 130 1 10 '30 III 10 10 

J'I/21 - 1 {3HL H5 -/- 2J:JL H 5 -1 2J:J5 j'JL -/- 2flL fiS} 21 - 2' 21 21 121 01 - 121 101 01 01' 

(39a) 

(39b) 

Appendix C shows that the coefficients of the double Hermite 
polynomials are constants only uncler the simplifying condition 
ol' zero cross-correlations. 

Taking advantage of the compact form of the delta param
eters in (30), we can simplify further the higher-order weight
ing fllnctions and write 
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(40a) 

(40[) ) 

Similm to the low-orcler derivation, the high-order weights are 
also ratios or the slopc variallces ur long and short waves. It is 
interesting to note that the low moments, sueh as the slope 
variances, also enter in the expression of the high-order EM 
bias alongsicle the slope skewness of short waves and the eross 
kurtosis. 

The simplifiecl expression or the normalizecl EM bias in (31) 
is, finally, extenclable to 

1 [ /( OèO 5 ( ~I~~) 3 
)'00=-', -A lèo - + A130A30-

8 /(OèO + /(èO 6 /(1120 -1- /(20 

(41 ) 

This compact l'orm can be obtainecl only when cross correla
tions arc set to zero; otherwise, the final expression of the total 
normalizecl EM bias is much more complicatecl ancl will not be 
explici!ly given in this paper (sec Appenclix C for guiclance). 

6. Liscussion 
The low-orcler bias clepencls on both the weighting functions 

ancl the cross-skewness moments. A numerical simulation of 
the former is quite easy because it relies essentially on the 
variances of long ancl short waves. The cross-skewness factors 
are more clifJicult to compute ancl require the use of expres
sions from the weakly nonlinear theory as cIevelopeci by Sro
/wsz [1986] ancl simulatecl by Glazl71an el al. [1996]. The cross 
skewness is generatecl by three-wave interactions among grav
ity waves. For this reason only the weakly nonlinear theory of 
Longuel-Higgins [1963] is applicable though with some limita
tions [see Elfollhaily el al., 1999]. The high-orcler EM bias is 
somewhat similar to the lower-orcler one in the sense that it 
clepencls on both higher-orcler statistics ancl S0111e weighting 
functions. The major clifference is that the higher-orcler EM 
bias clepencls on statistics of higher orcier than the cross skew
ness, namely, the slope skewnesses of short waves ancl the cross 
kurtosis betwecn elevation ancl slopes. Unfortunately, no ex
isting theory clescribes these higher-orcler statistics. A numer
ical evaluation of the high-orcler EM bias is th us premature. 
The skewness of the slopes ancl the cross kurtosis are gener
atecl by four-wave interactions among gravit y waves, which 
cannot be representecl by the wealdy nonlinear them'y of 
LOlIgliel-Higgills [1963]. Several other theories cio hanclle four
wave interactions, or even higher interactions, in the gravit y 
wave clomain. These existing theories cio not, however, provicle 
the briclge between the wave coupling ancl the nonlinear sta
tistics. Recently [Efl'olllwily el al., 2000], a clemonstration was 
proviclecl on how the LOlIgliel-Higgills's [1963] theory may be 
extenclecl to more general theories such as the surface pertur
bation approach by Hasse/mallll 11961] ancl the Hall1iltonian 
them'y by Zaklwrov [1968]. This kiml ur generalization is 
neecled in order to evaluate the skr:wness of the slopes ancl the 
cross kurtosis, which in turn perll1its the evaluation of the 
higher-orcler EM bias. Il is not the scope of the current paper 
to extencl the nonlinear theory of Longuet-Higgins [1963] for 
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Figure 1. Numerical evaluation of the low-orcler weighting 
functions (W20 and W(2 ) at two clifferent raclar frequencies, 
Ku bancl (2 cm) and C band (6 cm), when both short ancllong 
waves are alignecl to the principal axis (AoII and Ail = 0) using 
the two-climensional spectrum by Efl'oulwily el al. [1997]. One 
wincl speed is consiclerecl (U 10 = 7 m ç 1) for an almost fully 
clevelopecl sea (inverse wave age D = 1). The bottom x axis 
clepicts the separation wavenumber in rcl m- I

, while the top 
axis gives the separation wavelength in meters. The highest 
frequency consiclerecl is callecl the cutoH l'requency, which is 
~ 3 times less th an the consiclerecl electromagnetic (EM) fre
quency. Note that the magnitude of the Ku bancl response is 
always larger th an that of the C bancl. 

inclusion of four-wave interactions. Insteacl, we will only eval
uate weighting functions as weil as the EM bias for the low 
orcier as expressecl by our new formulation ancl compare the 
new formulation with the previous formulation by Srokosz 
[1986] ancl with the measurecl EM bias. Our evaluations sug
gest that the low-orcler solution provicles a substantial moclifi
cation of past EM bias simulations. It is also clear that higher
orcier tellns will act as corrections without complete alteration 
of low-orcler results. 

7. Numerical Evaluation of the Low-Order 
EM bias 
7.1. Weighting Functions 

We 11rst start by a numerical evaluation of the low-orcler 
weighting functions (W20 ancl W(2 ) uncler the special case Alli 1 

ancl Ail = 0 for the sake of simplicity. The simulation results 
are shown in Figure 1. Two clifferent raclar freC]uencies Ku 
ban cl (2 cm) ancl C bancl (6 cm) are consiclerecl, which in turn 
cletermine the high-frequency cutoff for which the shortwave 
slope variances are computecl. lt is generally believecl that the 
cutoff shoulcl be 3 times the EM wavelength [Brown, 1978; 
Chapron el al., 1995]. Our clirectional spectrum [Elf'ou/zaily el 
al., 1997] is usecl to realize the l1umerical evaluation for both x 
and y cOll1ponents of the slope variance. Only one wincl speed 
is consiclerecl (U III = 7 m S-I) for an almost fully clevelopecl 
sea (inverse wave age D = 1). The curves are presentecl as a 
function of the separation scale. When the separation scale is 
in the centimeter range, the weighting functiol1s approach -1, 
which converges to the same limit of Srokosz's theOly. The 
curve representing the Ku bancl weighting function is always 
higher (lower in absolute value because of the minus sign) than 
that of the C bancl in Figure 1. For both raclar frequencies, 
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but now with a fixecl separation 
taken to be 10 times the clominant peak wavenumber (k,. = 10 
kt,)' The wincl speecl is variecl l'rom 3 up to 20 m S-I for an 
inverse wave age n 1. Note that the magnitucle of' the Ku 
bancl weighting functions are always higher than those for the 
C band. The absolute value of' the weighting l'unctions gets 
smaller with increasing wind speecls. 

however, the low-orcler weighting functions always recluee the 
total EM bias by almost a factor of ~ when the separation scale 
is in the intermecliate wave region (wavelength between 1 and 
JO ml. 

A sensitivity stucly is also conducted on the weight,ing func
tions to guantify their clependence on the wind speecl and wave 
development. Figure 2 clepicts the weighting functions assum
ing a wind-depenclent separation scale. The separation scale is 
taken to be proportion al to the cio minant peak freguency. 
DOllelan and Piersoll [1987] suggestecl that 10 times the peak 
wavenumber is a natural separation scale between long and 
short waves [see also Elfouhaily et al., 1997]. Figure 2 also 
shows that the absolute value of the weighting functions cle
creases with increasing wind speeds. The same monotonic be
havior of the weighting functions can be seen in Figure 3, as a 
function of wave clevelopment. The absolute value of the 
weighting functions becomes smaller as the waves tend towarcl 
full clevelopment (n -) 0.84). Wh en ail these effects are com
binecl, one should find that the low-orcler EM bias is always 
sm aller (in absolute value) at the Ku band than at the C bancl. 
This agrees with measurements by Walsh el al. [1991] and 
Hevizi el al. [1993]. 

7.2. Sea State Bias 

In order to compare thefirst-orcler EM bias with empirical 
Il10clels clerivecl l'rom satellite clata we neecl to compute the sea 
state bias. The sea state bias f3ss is usually the measurable 
parame ter, ancl it encompasses several biases. Among them we 
cite the EM bias, the elevation-skewness bias, and the tracker 
bias. The latter is usually neglectecl as present trackers are very 
stable. The seconcl important bias aIter the electromagnetic 
bias is th us the elevation-skewness bias, This bias is introclueed 
into the measurements by the onboarcl operational algorithms 
that use meclian estimators to estimate sea level l'r0111 back
scatterecl signais. When this statistical proeess is non-Gaussian, 
an aclclitional bias is then introclucecl that consists of the c1il'
ferenee between the mean ancl the meclian. In the present 
context tlie surfaee elevation is a perturbecl Gaussian derivecl 

as a marginal pdl' of' (6) \l'hcn thc slopc componcnts ure intc
gratecl Dut: 

G 1.1)( TI) [- A 31111 -[ 

PW =-7;~~;;' _ 1 + 6 11 31111 (1')) _ . (42) 

Thc nonnalizcd mcclian M of' a proccss with a prccletcrminccl 
pclf' as in (42) is by clefinition 

(43) 

If the meclian M and the mean 111 = 0 are very close, (43) can 
be Taylor expanclecl about III to give up to third orcier in M 

PW d' + P(IIl) M + -- M" + M3 + 0(1)1'1) J
ill P'(IIl) P"(m) 

2 

(44) 

Arter a guiek evaluation of' the integral ancl clerivatives of P( 0 
one lîncls a polynomial eguation in M through the thircl power: 

A31111 + 1\1 + AJoli \1" 6 1 1
- (45) 

The solution of this polynomial eguation can be sortecl in 
powers of ;\300 as it is considered the smallness parameter of 
the expansion: 

(46) 

Replacing M in (45) by (46) and sorting the orclers of M as 
powers of A30n one ob tains, 
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Figlll'e 3. SaIne as Figure 2 but with a Iixed separation taken 
to be 10 times the dominant peak freguency (k.,. = 10 /cp)' 
The inverse wave age is variecl l'rom 0.84 (fully developed seas) 
up to 4 (young se as) at Cl fixed wind speed or U 1 0 = 7 111 S-I, 

Note again that the magnitudes of the Ku band weighting 
funetions are always larger than those for the C band. The 
absolute value of the weighting functions becomes smaller as 
the waves become older. 
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( 47c) 

The normalizecl elevation skewness bias is (hen 

( 48) 

Usually, the cubic term in (48) is neglected as the elevation 
skewness À30ll is generally smaller th an 0.25 [sec, e.g., Longuet
Higgins, 1963]. 

Figure 4 shows the normalized sea state bias by combining 
(48) and (24), 

Yss = YES + YEM 

(49) 

as function of wind speecl at a height of 10 m. On Figure 4 wc 
also plotted a simulation of the previous theory by Srokosz 
[1986] as simulated by G/azman et al. (1996]). Our theory 
sec ms to give closer agreement with the sea state bias data as 
reported by Gaspar et al. [1994] and Che/Ion [1994]. The reader 
is invited to notice, in addition to the difference in amplitude 
between our simulation and that of Srokosz [1986], the fre
quency sensitivity wh en the frequency changes from the Ku 
band to the C band. (The model of Srokosz does not predict 
such frequency dependence, thus the single solid curve in Fig
ure 4.) For sake of simplicity the direction of shortwaves was 
taken to be identical to that of the long waves. A more com
plete sensitivity study is in progress to assess fully the effect of 
wind-wave directions as weil as radar frequencies. Further
more, short waves are not only tilted by long waves but aIso 
hydrodynamically moduIated. In this case, statistical moments 
of short waves change dynamically with changes in the under
lying long wave field. We are presently investigating the effects 
of such hydrodynamic modulation on the electromagnetic bias, 
which will be added in the future to this newly proposed theory. 

8. Conclusion 
A new them')' on the electromagnetic bias (EM bias) has 

been derived by considering the nonlinear statistics of both 
short and long waves. Two separate sources of EM bias are 
identified. The first is the low-order EM bias, which depends 
on the cross skewness between the elevation and si opes 
weighted by ratios of slope variances of both short and long 
waves. This low-order EM bias may be understood as a mod
ification to the previous theory by Srokosz [1986]. Indeed, Sro
kosz predicted the normalized EM bias to be solely dependent 
on the cross skewness between elevation and slopes. Since the 
weakly nonlinear theory developed by Longue/-Higgins [1963] 
cannot hancHe short waves [sec E(f'ouhai/y et al., 1999], Sroko
sz's them'y is only applicable in the longwave domain. Our 
proposed modification accounts for the expected shortwave 
effects in the EM bias through the weighting functions. Scaling 
by these weighting functions reduces the longwave EM bias by 
a nonnegligible amount of the order of 50%. 

The second potential source of EM bias is the high-order 
contribution that involves the slope skewness of short waves 
and the cross kurtosis together with weighting functions of the 
slope variances. We believe that this is the first time these 
high-order moments have been introduced into the EM bias 
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Figm'c 4. The sea state bias as obtained by combining our 
low-order EM bias and the elevation-skewness bias (dashed 
Ku band and dash-dotted C band). The previous formulation 
by Srokosz [1986] is plotted with the solid curve. Comparison 
with data is also provided through empirical models by Gaspar 
cf al. [1994] (stars) and CIze/toll [1994] (squares) derived [rom 
data taken by the TOPEX altimeter. Difference in the propa
gation direction between short and long waves is not consid
ered. Swell is also not included in these simulations regardless 
of its influence on the electromagnetic bias. It must be noted 
that only tilt modulations are modeled, which means that for 
instance, hydrodynamic interactions between short and long 
waves are not yet included. 

theory. The shortwave effects are no longer limited to the slope 
variances but also enter the EM bias through "nonlinear" 
moments: the slope skewness. Both low and high orders can be 
combined to form a novel theory for the EM bias. 

In addition to the variances and the nonlinear moments, the 
cross-correlation moments are important in the general two
dimensional problem. Indeed, our new formulation encom
passes two separate cross correlations. Since the cross
correlation moments are mainly generated by differences in 
the directions between the waves and the principal axis, it is 
clear that directions of both short and long waves must be 
treated separately. Only rarely is the propagation direction of 
the short waves aligned with that of long waves. This makes the 
presence of two different cross-correlation moments critically 
important. The inclusion of two separate cross-correlation mo
ments is another key feature of our two-dimensional formula
tion. 

Another powerful feature of our new formulation is the 
sensitivity to the radar frequency. Indeed, several investigators 
have suggested in the past that the geometric optics approxi
mation leaves the EM bias theory insensitive to the EM fre
quency. Consequently, more complicated EM models, such as 
the physical op tics approximation, were invoked in efforts to 
recover the frequency depenclence. It is now clear from our 
formulation that the frequency dependence enters the EM bias 
through the presence of short wave slope variance in the 
mode\. A geometric optics approximation can thus provide 
frequency dependence under our assumption that short waves 
are modulated by long waves. 

It is expected that the low-order correction presented in this 
paper is already of major importance since it introduces three 
significant contributions. When ail of these eHects are COIl1-

bined, we have shown that clos el' agreement with measured 
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EM bins by the TOPEX altimcter can he ohlainecl. In addilion, 
onc can lake advanlagc of our formulation hy sim ply incorpo
raling mcasured surface moments 10 reproclucc a slatislical 
description of thc Efvl bias. A sensitivily sludy of the EM bias 
on measurecl and simulalecl surface momenls is also plannccl 
l'or fulure work. 

Appendix A: Gencralizcd Two-Dimensional 
Hermite Polynomials 

The one- and two-dimensional Gaussian dislributions are 
abbrevialed as 

(AI a) 

where the mean values are zero anel the variances are normal
ized to unity. The generalizeel Hermite polynomials are ele
fined as normalized derivatives of the two-dimensional Gauss
ian distributions [e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 1963, p. 474]: 

Hij(x, y; p) 

ai+i 

= (-l)i+i[Ow(x,y; p)]-I axiayi [02.D(X,y; p)]. (A2) 

The elegree of a generalized Hermite polynomial is deJ"ined as 
the sum of its two indices. Therefore generalized Hermite 
polynomials of elegree m include ail the polynomials H ij with 
i + j = 171. We will only give the explicit form of the gener
alized Hermite polynomials required for the evaluation of both 
the low- and high-order electromagnetic bias. 

The first degree polynomials are 

x - py 
HJO(x, y; p) = -1--' - p-

y - px 
HOI(x, y; p) = -1--" - p-

(A3a) 

(A3b) 

Since a permutation in the indices always means a simple 
interchange of thex andy components, we need to discuss only 
one asymmetric polynomial. 

The low-order electromagnetic bias involves second-degree 
polynomials, 

H 20(x, y; p) (A4a) 

(A4b) 

Third-elegree polynomials are required for the computation of 
the higher-order electromagnetic bias: 

, 3 
H 30(x, y; p) = HitHIO - -·.1.--' H lo . - p- (ASa) 

Appcndix B: Somc Reqllircd Idcntities 
Lcl us eleline lhe following double inlcgral lhal involves Iwo 

generalizecl Hermite polynomials or arhitrary dcgrces. Further, 
let lU (p) he lhat quanlily [hat is fi function or the cross
correlalion or coupling parametcr p: 

It'(p) = J J 
(BI) 

f\fler a lrivial change of variable in orcier 10 decouple the 
generalized two-dimensional Oaussian distribution we obtain 

. H"lX ~1 - p2 + pY, Y; p) dX dY. 

One can easily verily the following identities: 

[[1 _ ] 
1[[1(p) - -·.1--" 

- fr 

30 _ 6 
13o(p) - (1 _ (2)3' 

1 -/- 2 

Il:(p) = (1 _ ;2)2' 

21 _ 2(1 + 2(2) 
121 (p) - (1 _ p2)3 . 

(B2) 

(B3a) 

(B3b) 

(B3c) 

(B3d) 

(B3e) 

Il sholliel be emphasized that the generalized Hermite polyno
mials are not orthogonal if the coupling parameter is not zero. 
This means that some cross prodllcts of the Hermite polyno
mials with nonmatching indices may survive the double inte
gration in (B2). We identii"ied only two nonzero cross products. 
They are 

(B4a) 

(B4b) 

The unlisted cross prodllcts are zero even if the coupling pa
rame ter is not. 

Appendix C: Derivation of the Higher-Ordcr 
EM Bias 

The low-order EM bias is already given in its general form in 
(24) and (25). This general 1'on11 is shown to be understood as 
a modification of Srokosz's theOl·Y. We have even demon
strated that Srokosz's theOl'y is actually a special case of the 
current low-order theory wh en shortwave effects are neglected. 
Now we will show the derivation of the higher-order EM bias, 
which in tum can be understood as an extension of Srokosz's 
theOlY. The higher-order EM bias can be isolated and written as 

(ASb) rH = k (À30ÀI30W~l: -1- À03ÀI03Wl:~ + À2IÀI2IW~: -/- ÀI2ÀtI2W:~ , 2p 1 
H 21 (X, y; p) = HitHol + -1--' HJO - -].--, Hot· - p- - p-

This is the first time that these third-degree polynomials are 
integrated irito the theory of the EM bias. (Cl) 
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where ail the nonzero weighting functions are retained. Some 
of the cross tCrIns exist because of the ract that the generalized 
Hermitc polynomials are not l'ully orthogonal when the cou
pling coel'lkient is dirferent l'rom zero (see Appendix 13). The 
weighting functions at this high order are given in terms of a 
double integral of the product or two generalized Hermite 
polynomials. We give hereafter the direct expression of the 
double integral subsequcnt to a change of variable in order to 
elecouple the two-elimensional Gaussian distribution: 

~ ff GI_D(X)GI_D(Y) 
I.J . 

. HilÙ~:(X JI - R 2 -1- RY), Ù;;'Y; AollJ 

. HdÙ;'(X JI - R2 -1- RY), Ll;~'y; AIIJ dX dY. (C2) 

The superscripts Land S over the eleltas refer to the normal
ization by the slope l'ms of long and short waves, respectively. 
We should stress that these superscripts do not mean that the 
respective deltas depenel only on the long or short waves. In 
fact, each elelta is a function of both longwave and shortwave 
parameters. Actually, they define a measure of the coupling 
between long anel short waves [see Elfouhaily, 1996, paragraph 
III. 6]. 

Analytical evaluation of (C2) is not an easy task, although 
the procedure is similar to the one already explained for the 
lower-order weighting functions. We propose to write the final 
expression of W;j/ as a quadruple sum of the product of two 
generalized Hermite polynomials. The compact form of these 
weighting functions would look like 

k/ 1 
Wij =TI l.J. 

(C3) 

where the sum is performed over ail the combination of indices 
that satisfy the inequality (117 -1- n -1- LI -1- v) :$ Ci -1- j -1- k -1-

1) . 
For our development of the higher-order electromagnetic 

bias we need only two asymmetric weighting functions that do 
not vanish wh en the cross correlations Ao Il and A 11 are zero. 
The required weighting functions are 

T'V30 - 1 ( 30HL HS -1- IOUL uS -1- 21HL H S IOHL H S 
y 30 - (, a 30 30 30 a 3ou30U 10 a 30 30 21 -1- a 10 10 10 

(C4a) 

H/21 - 1 (b 2IH L H s -1- bOIHLHs -1- b30H L LJS -1- bOIHLHS ) 
y,' 21 - '2 21 21 21 21 21 01 21 211 " 30 01 01 01 

A 
-I-(S;::::::L), (C4b) 

whereA over the double arrows means that the interchange of 
Land S in is executed over asymmetric polynomials only. The 
a s of (C4a) anel (C4b) are in their general form given as 
follows: 

a~g = 5, (C5a) 

(C5b) 

({~A = 

an = 
2R -1- (-1 -1- 2R 4R 2 -1- R3)Atll 

18A II (1 - A~II)2(1 -1- 2A~I) 

The bs are similarly given as 

bi: = 3(1 -1- 4R 2
), 

b 30 -21 -

(C5c) 

(C5d) 

(C5e) 

(C6a) 

(C6b) 

(C6c) 

(C6d) 

The parameters P2' P3 , Q3, and T3 are third-order polyno
mials of the generalized coupling parameter R. The explicit 
expression of these thirel-order polynomials as weil as the 
fourth-order one (P 4) will not be given in this paper for sake 
of simplicity. It can reaelily be se en that these polynomials are 
not needed if both cross correlations An Il and A Il are set to 
zero. The as and bs from these equations were used to gener
ate the applied constants in the expression of the EM bias 
(equation (39)). 

Since the analytical evaluation of these generalized weight
ing functions is a complicated task, we have decided to give the 
analytical expressions of the weighting functions that are non
zero when both A011 and Ail go to zero. For the more general 
case the expressions are much more difficult to derive. In the 
future we plan to use an algebraic software package such as 
Mathematica or Maple to find error-free analytical solutions of 
the high-order EM bias. 
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